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Fiscal Impacts

Introduction
A fiscal impact analysis (FIA) is an important planning tool in this scenario
analysis because it affords communities and planners the knowledge of the
fiscal costs and benefits that come from development in high risk flood areas.
In terms of benefits, an FIA quantifies the tax revenue a jurisdiction would
receive by allowing (and from previously allowing) development in their high
risk flood areas. In terms of costs, an FIA quantifies the costs of providing public
services to current - and potential future - development in high risk flood areas.
It also quantifies potential direct damage to structures that might occur within
high risk flood areas, both under current conditions and under potential buildouts. Having the complete picture of costs and benefits allows planners and
communities to understand whether or not development in high risk areas is
fiscally responsible for their jurisdiction.

Background and Considerations
In preparing to do a fiscal impact analysis for your community, it is necessary
to gather relevant financial documents for your community such as annual
financial reports and property value assessments. There are also a number of
assumptions about zoning, property values, and so forth that will need to be
made to make this analysis possible. These assumptions used in our study are
noted throughout the methodology.

Methods
This section introduces the methods established to conduct a fiscal analysis of
flood impacts on a community. There are three parts to the methodology: (1) the
development of a map using ArcGIS that will enable future analysis of current
buildings and future build-outs, (2) the identification of build-outs located in
flood zones and the potential fiscal impact of potential floods on buildouts,
and (3) an analysis of current development and the potential fiscal impacts of
different climate future scenarios.
This section provides a step-by-step guide for how to do an FIA using the
climate futures and management options your community has created. You
may find that the methods could be simplified by using a Python script or GIS
Model Builder; however, to ensure transparency of these methods, this section
provides the detailed steps used to conduct the FIA. The tools used in this
analysis are ArcGIS and Microsoft Excel. Additionally, it is important to note
that methods used in this FIA are Michigan-specific, particularly in regards to
property assessment. However, they can be adapted to any community.
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Determining Revenue
Part I: Initial Map Development for Determining Revenue
Step 1: Spatial Join of Current Buildings and Property Values
In this section, you will create a dataset that includes
all current buildings with property values (SEV Values
in Michigan) greater than 0. This data will also be used
later when approximating property values for potential
Full build-outs and BMP build-outs.
1. Open a new ArcMap document and in the Catalog
tab, connect to the folder(s) where you saved your
Final and BMP build-out shapefiles, climate future
shapefiles (Lucky, Expected, Perfect Storm) and the
municipal data sets (zoning and building footprints)
Check to see that the zoning districts shapefile is
organized by parcel and contains property values
(SEV, Assessed, etc).

In our study, we used
the SEV (State-Equalized
Value), which is 50%
of the market value, to
assess property values.
In Michigan, property tax
rates are applied to the
SEV, thereby making this
value the most relevant to
a community’s property
tax revenues in Michigan.
Property values in your
community may be
assessed differently and
therefore that value should
be used in this section.

2. In the folder you are working in, create a file geodatabase to organize your
new files and reduce the file size. To do this, right click on the folder, and
select New --> File Geodatabase and name the geodatabase. (You can create
separate geodatabases for base layer data, Final build-outs, and BMP buildouts as each analysis will produce numerous files).
3. We will assign values to existing structures based area of the building
footprint and SEV of each parcel. Make sure your building footprint shapefile
includes area and the parcel data includes the SEV. If area is missing from
the building shapefile, create a new field and use the Calculate Geometry
feature in the attribute table.
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4. Right click your parcel layer
in the Table of Contents, go
to Joins and Relates --> Joins.
Input the following information:
What do you want to join to
this layer?: Join data from
another layer based on spatial
location
Choose the data to join this
layer: select your current
buildings layer
How do you want the points to
be summarized?: Select Sum
Specify output shapefile or
feature class for this new
layer: save the file in your
geodatabase or working folder.
This file will only be used in this
step.
Each parcel in new shapefile
will have the total area of all
buildings on the property. This
will be located in the field with
“sum_” in the beginning of the
name.
5. Next we will calculate the SEV per building area. In the attribute table of
this new parcel layer, add a new field to hold the calculation. Right click the
new field and click Field Calculator. In the Fields list click your SEV, then “*”
button, then your “sum_” area field. Select OK.
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6. Open the “Spatial Join” tool either by searching for it in the Search box
or by opening ArcToolbox --> Analysis Tools --> Overlay --> Spatial Join.
Input the following information:
Target features: building
footprints layer
Join features: your new
parcel layer
Output feature class: (save
the file in your geodatabase)
All other options remain in
the default setting
This new shapefile is your
new building layer to be
used throughout the guide.
7. Next we will calculate the SEV attributed to each building. This will be
the new property value used throughout this process. Add a new field
to the attribute table of the new building layer to hold the calculation.
Right click the new field and click Field Calculator. In the Fields list click
your building area field, then “*” button, then the field with SEV per
area. Select OK.
8. Next we remove all buildings without SEVs. Under the Selection menu
at the top, click on Select by Attributes. In the menu below method,
select property value used by your community, then click on the “>”
button, and type in 0. A number of buildings will be highlighted in the
document.
9. Right click on the layer you are working with, click on “Data” and then
“Export Data”. Save the layer as a new file in the geodatabase. Import
the new data to the ArcMap document.
10. Under the Selection menu at the top, click on Select by Attributes. In
the menu below method, select property value used by your community,
then click on the “>” button, and type in 0. A number of buildings will be
highlighted in the document.
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Step 2: Build files for different zoning categories
This step will explain how to simplify and create
different files according to the land uses you will be
analyzing. This step requires simplifying the zoning
code to the extent your community wants to.
1. Choose what kind of general land use you want
to merge first (e.g. Residential, Commercial,
Industrial). Using the general zoning district file,
select all of the zoning categories that fit into this
larger category.

Because this analysis
is very time-intensive,
simplifying the zoning
code makes the process
more efficient without
losing quality analysis. Our
study combined residential,
commercial, industrial, and
agricultural zones together.

2. Open the “Select by Attributes” box, from the menu below “Method”, select
the appropriate field name where the zoning districts are categorized.
Double-click it so that it appears at the bottom of the box where it says,
“SELECT * FROM ____”. Then click on the “=” button. Lastly, click on the
“Get Unique Values” and select one of the zoning categories you want to
merge. Then click on the “OR” button and repeat to add another zoning
category. Your formula should look similar to this:

“ZONECITY1” = ‘Dune Residential’ OR “ZONECITY1” = ‘Moderate Density
Residential’ OR “ZONECITY1” = ‘Multiple Family Residential’ OR “ZONECITY1”
= ‘Single Family Residential’
All of the parcels that match this zoning description will be highlighted.
3. Right click on the zoning category file, click on “Data” and then “Export
Data”. Save the layer as a new file in the geodatabase. Import the new data
to the ArcMap document.
4. Repeat this step for all of the general zoning categories you want to work
with. By the end, you will have several separate files for different zoning
categories. Check to make sure that you have cleared all of your selections
(highlighted areas) before proceeding to the next step.)
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Step 3: Create separate buildings shapefiles according to zone
This step allows you to separate different buildings according to zoning
category. This will ensure that you are using comparable properties for future
build-outs helping you accurately determine potential revenues or costs.
1. Under the Geoprocessing menu,
select the “Clip” tool and input
the following information:
Input Features: the current
building file you created in Step 1
Clip Features: one of the zoning
districts created in Step 2
Output Feature Class: save the
file in your geodatabase
2. Repeat this step for each of the
zoning districts you created in
Step 2. You should have the same number of current building files as you
have zoning districts for your analysis.
3. Repeat the same clipping procedure for the Full buildouts. At the end of all of
the clipping, you should have the same number of Full buildout files as you
do zoning districts.
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Step 4: Create buffer areas for future buildings
This step will allow you to estimate property values for the potential future
build-outs.
1. Under the Geoprocessing menu,
select “Buffer” and input the
following information:
Input Features: one of the Full
buildout files you created in Step
3.
Input Features: the selected Full
buildout file
Output Feature Class: (save your
file in an appropriate location)
Distance: .25 miles
All other options remain in the
default setting.
2. Do this step for all of the Full build-out points for the different zones you
created in Step 3.
For each potential build-out, we applied a quarter-mile buffer to identify existing properties
in the same zoning category, which we assumed would be comparable properties for the
potential build-outs. This allowed us to identify the mean property value for surrounding
similar structures and assign it to future buildouts. We also we distinguished between
residential and nonresidential developments so that residential build-outs would only be
compared with other residential build-outs and nonresidential build-outs would be compared
with nonresidential build-outs.
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Step 5: Join the full buildout buffers to the current buildings
This step joins the mean property value of the existing properties to the
potential build-outs, assuming that the potential build-outs would be similar to
properties that were already built in the quarter-mile area.
1. Select one of the buffers you created in Step 4. Right click on the buffer,
then click Joins and Relates --> Join. Input the following information:
What do you want to join to this
layer?: Join data from another
layer based on spatial location
Choose the data to join this
layer: select the appropriate
current buildings layer that
matches the buffer you chose.
For example, if you are working
with an Industrial Buildouts
Buffer, then you should select the
Industrial current buildings
How do you want the points to
be summarized?: Select Average,
Maximum, Minimum
Specify output shapefile or
feature class for this new layer:
save the file in your geodatabase
Select OK.
2. Repeat this step for each of the
buildout buffers and current
buildings files you created in
Step 4.

Step 6: Conduct BMP buildout analysis
1. Follow Steps 3-5 to perform the same analysis for BMP buildouts. You do not
have to clip the current buildings to zoning districts again as you did in Step
3. You only need to clip the BMP buildouts.
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Step 8: Replacing Missing Values in Buildout
This step will ensure the fiscal analysis on the buildouts accounts for every
building. Review the property value fields in your buildout layers. If every row
is filled, you can skip this step. If you are missing values in your property value
field, it could be caused by a lack of existing structures in developable areas.
Because we do not want to miss the value of these structures in our analysis, we
will assign values based on averages.
1. Make the similar table to the one below to keep track of your assumptions.

2. First, choose one of your buildout layers and select all structures that do
have property values. Open the “Select by Attributes”, choose one of your
buildout layers in the Layer list. Select one of your property value fields from
the menu below “Method”, double-clicking it so that it appears at the bottom
of the box where it says, SELECT * FROM. Then click on the “>” button.
Lastly, type 0. It should look like this:
SEV > 0
3. Next we will find the average value of the buildout structures that recieved
values. Open the attribute table, right click the property value column, and
select Statistics. Write down the mean reported in the Statistics table.
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4. Use the Switch Selection Button at the top of the attribute table to select
the buildout structures that did not recieve values. Record the number of
structures selected on your table.
5. With the structures without values still selected, right click the property
value column and select Field Calculator.
6. Enter the mean found in Step 3 into the text box and click OK. This should
enter the empty values with the new average value.
7.

Repeat Steps 2-6 on the two other property values columns, then repeat
process on remaining buildouts, if needed.
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Part II: Fiscal Impact Analysis of Buildouts
Step 1: Identify the properties affected by each climate scenario
This step will enable you to identify how many potential build-outs would be
affected by each flood scenario and then determine the impact on potential
property values of the flooding scenarios.
1. Import the climate future shapefiles (e.g. Lucky, Expected, Perfect Storm) to
the ArcMap document that contains all of the work from Part I.
2. From the Selection menu, choose, “Selection by Location” and input the
following information:
Selection method: select features from
Target layer(s): the spatially joined layer from Part I, Step 5 (e.g. Residential_
FullBuildout_Join)
Source layer: one of the climate futures (Lucky, Expected, Perfect Storm)
Spatial selection method for target layer feature(s): have their centroid in
the source layer feature
Click OK.
3. Export the data to a separate file clearly saving is as within the Lucky flood
zone.
4. Open the attribute table of the original spatially joined file and click on the
“Switch Selection” button at the top of the attribute table bar or in the Table
Options menu.
5. Export that data clearly saving it as outside the Lucky flood zone.
6. Close the attribute table.
7. Repeat the same process for each of the climate future scenarios (Expected
and Perfect Storm)
8. Repeat steps 2-7 for each of the spatially joined files from Part I, Step 5.
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Step 2: Organize data in Excel
1. Export each of the files you created in Step 1 to Excel using the Table to Excel
function. (Toolbox --> Conversion Tools --> Excel --> Table to Excel).
2. For ease of organizing data, you should work with one flood scenario at
once. For example, export all of the inside Lucky flood zone tables that cover
each different zoning district. Then bring all of these files into one Excel
document.
3. In a separate tab or spreadsheet, create a new table to summarize the data
from each of the scenarios you will be analyzing from ArcMap. Use the
following table as a guide.

4. In each table for the zoning category in the Lucky Flood Zone, locate the
columns of property values (Average, Minimum, Maximum) and calculate
the sums of each of those columns for NON-RESIDENTIAL zoning (e.g.
commercial, industrial, agriculture). Residential zoning will be somewhat
different because there may be multiple dwelling units.
5. The residential zones require some additional steps because some of the
zones may contain multifamily housing. Add a new column in your Excel
table next to the Average SEV Values, the Maximum SEV Values, and the
Minimum SEV Values columns labeling the columns, “AvgSEV_x Units”,
“MaxSEV x Units”, or “MinSEV x Units’, for example.
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6. Then in the “AvgSEV x Units” column, you will need to multiply the Average
SEV Value by the number found in the Dwelling Units column. Repeat this
step for the MaxSEV and MinSEV columns, respectively.
7. For each of these new columns, calculate the sum of the property values
(Average, Minimum, and Maximum).
8. Follow the same steps for the properties found outside the Lucky flood zone
in a new tab in the same spreadsheet.
9. In separate tables, repeat steps 1-8 for the remaining flooding scenarios
(Expected, Perfect Storm) for Full build-outs.
10. Input all of the data into the Summary spreadsheet.
11. In the Summary table, add a Share of Flood Plain Properties row to
Properties Inside the Flood Zone table (refer to the table in this step) for all
of the climate future scenarios.
12. In that row, divide the number of units that are inside the flood zone by the
total number of units that have the same zoning classification. For example,
if you have 20 residential units out of 2000 total residential units in the
community that will be flooded, use the formula =20/2000. One percent of
your community’s residential units are inside the flood zone.
13. Repeat all of the steps in Part III for the BMP buildouts.
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Step 3: Calculate property tax revenues for your community
1. In order to do these calculations, you will need the For simplicity, our study
total property tax rate for your community and the assumed that all residential
properties would be qualified
municipality’s or townships property tax rate.
2. Create a separate table for homestead and nonhomestead properties. Use the table below as a
guide.

as homestead, while all
nonresidential properties
would be non-homestead.

3. Use the following formulas to calculate estimated property taxes:
Homestead total property tax revenue=
Sum of “SUM of SEV Values” of all current residential properties (e.g. rural
residential + residential) * Homestead total property tax rate
Non-homestead total property tax revenue=
Sum of “SUM of SEV Values” for all current nonresidential properties (E.g.
industrial + commercial + agriculture) * Non-homestead total property tax
rate
Total property tax revenue=
Homestead total property tax revenue + Non-homestead total property tax
revenue
Township property tax revenue=
Sum of “SUM of SEV Values” for all zoning areas (E.g. residential + industrial
+ commercial) * Township property tax rate
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Step 3: Calculate additional municipal financial impacts
While property tax revenue is the major revenue source that development can generate,
development can also bring additional revenues such as state revenue sharing or other
miscellaneous revenue sources. These additional revenue sources are often difficult to
quantify. However, with information provided by the annual financial reports published for
local governments, it is possible to approximately estimate the magnitude of these other
revenue sources.

1. Count the total units of future residential and nonresidential buildouts in
both the Full buildout and BMP buildout management options. Then identify
how many of these buildouts are within the flood zones for each of the
climate future.

2. Collect data from the
government’s financial
report in order to
additional revenue and
expense calculations. Use
the table and formulas as a
guide.
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Formulas:
Total Revenue (excluding property taxes and service charges) = sum of all
revenues excluding property taxes and charges for services.
*Charges for services are excluded because these types of activities are usually
self-sufficient
Total Expenses (excluding sewer and water fund) = sum of all expenses
excluding sewer and water fund.
*Sewer and water fund expenses usually correspond to the charges for those
services
3. Using the current residential and non-residential numbers, you should
determine the revenues and expenses per unit in order to later extrapolate
those figures to potential buildouts. Use the following table and formulas as
a guide.

Formulas:
Portion of total units = total units / current units
Revenue per unit = (Total Revenue (excluding property taxes and service
charges) * Portion of total units) / Current units
Expenses per unit = (Total Expenses (excluding sewer and water fund) * Portion
of total units) / Current units
Note: The average costs per residential and non-residential development are
just a rough estimate of the public costs of serving development. These cost
numbers for both residential and non-residential development can be further
adjusted based on the community’s understanding of the cost of service delivery
in their community. For example, the government may have more detailed data
on expenses for specific types of services than what the final financial reports
show; therefore, that information could allow for more accurate cost numbers.
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4. Create tables to summarize the Full buildout and BMP buildout scenarios for
each climate future. Use the information from previous steps, the following
table and formulas as a guide.

Total Revenue from Buildouts = (Residential revenue per unit * Residential units)
+ (Non-residential revenue per unit * Non-residential units)
Total Township Property Tax Revenue: refer to figure obtained in Step 2.
Total Annual Township Revenue = Total Revenue from Buildouts + Total
Township Property Tax Revenue
Total Annual Government Expenses = (Residential expenses per unit *
Residential units) + (Non-residential expenses per unit * Non-residential units)
Net Revenue = Total Annual Township Revenue – Total Annual Government
Expenses
*These formulas will need to be adjusted based on the number of units
identified under each scenario. For example, in the Lucky scenario, the total
revenue from buildouts should reflect the residential and non-residential
revenue from properties located within the Lucky flood zone.
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Part 3: Current Development Pattern Analysis
1. In a new tab for your spreadsheet, create three tables that will analyze
current development and its relationship to the climate future scenarios. You
should have separate tables for each of the climate future scenarios. Use the
following table for reference.

2. In the sheet where you created the summary tables for BMP and Final
buildouts under each climate future, create another table that will reflect
the impact of flooding on current development. Use the following table as a
guide.

3. In the ArcMap document
you have been working with,
combine all of the residential
zoning areas (if you have not
done so already). Under the
Geoprocessing menu, select
Merge and input the following
information.
Input Datasets: all of the files
to be merged
Output Dataset: save the file
in your geodatabase
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4. Repeat Step 3 for all non-residential zoning areas (e.g. commercial,
industrial, agriculture).
5. Locate the current buildings that are inside and outside the flood zones for
each of the climate futures. In the Selection menu, open “Select by Location”
and enter the following information.
Target layer(s): the complete current buildings files you created in Part I,
Step 1. Check to make sure it has property values attached to it.
Source layer: one of the flood zones.
Spatial selection method for target layer features: intersect the source
layer feature
Click OK.
6. Export those selected buildings into a new shapefile and save the file (e.g.
“CurrentBldg_Lucky_Flood”).
7. Open the attribute table for the complete current buildings and at the top
of the attribute table, click Switch Selection. Export these selected buildings
and save the file (e.g. CurrentBldg_Lucky_NoFlood).
8. Repeat steps 4-6 for the other climate future scenarios.
9. Now you will separate the current buildings inside and outside the flood zone
according to the residential and non-residential categories you created in
Step 3.
10. Under the Selection menu, click on “Select by Location” and input the
following information:
Target layer(s): one of the current building flood or no flood files created in
steps 4-6
Source layer: the combined residential or non-residential file
Spatial selection method for target layer features: intersect the source
layer feature
Click OK.
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11. Right click on the current building file you selected from and open the
attribute table. Click “Show selected records”
creating a table similar
to the one below

12. Locate the property values column you have been working with, right click,
and select “Statistics”.
13. Record the following information into the current development tables you
created in Steps 1 and 2.
Count represents the number of current residential buildings located in the
flood zone you are working with.
Sum is the total property value of these current residential buildings.
14. At the top of the attribute table, click on “Switch Selection”. Now the
selected results are the residential buildings not located in the flood zone
you are working with. Locate the property value column, right click, and
select “Statistics”.
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15. Record the following information into the current development tables you
created in Steps 1 and 2.
Count represents the number of current residential buildings located outside
the flood zone you are working with.
Sum is the total SEV Vale of these current residential buildings.
16. Repeat Steps 3-13 for the buildings located in/outside the other flood zones.
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Determining Costs
The next part of quantifying the cost of development in high risk flood areas is
estimating the amount of direct building damage associated with each climate
future under the different management options (aka, each scenario). Detailed
information about the creation of the climate futures is found in the chapter,
“Identifying High Risk Flood Areas.” Likewise, detailed information about the
creation of the different management options is found in chapter, “Land Use
Impacts”.
For each of the nine scenarios, damage assessments can be quantified by
using a variety of publicly available data. One of these datasets are Generic
Depth-Damage Relationship curves published for residential and nonresidential buildings by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), which lists
anticipated damage percentages to structures at different flood water depths.
Additionally, community tax data regarding property values (SEVs in Michigan)
for structures provides a way to define what any given structure is worth, as
does the projected value of build-out structures discussed earlier. By multiplying
the expected percent of damage to each structure by the total value of each
structure, and then adding all of those amounts together (for the structures
within each climate future), a community can estimate a total amount of
anticipated damage for each of their nine scenarios.

Step 1: Obtain data
1. Obtain the following datasets.
• the nine different scenario shapefiles of at-risk structures (e.g. the files
for structures affected by the Lucky flood including current structures,
full build-out, and BMP build-out. Instructions for creating these are found
in the “Land Use Impacts” chapter.
• USGS DEMs converted to polygons - instructions for obtaining and
manipulating DEMS are found in the “Identifying High Risk Areas”
chapter.
• FEMA’s Base Flood Elevations (BFE) - The BFE transect lines for your
community are included in the data package you download from FEMA
when crafting your climate futures, and the process of doing this is
detailed under the “Pseudo VE Method” in the “Identifying High Risk
Areas” chapter. Once downloaded, open ArcGIS and use the add data
feature to open the downloaded folder, and add “S_BFE”. This gives the
BFE for various portions of your community.
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•
•
•

community tax data containing SEVs for properties
the projected value of build-out structures - these were identified in the
“Determining Revenue” portion of this chapter.
USACE Generic Depth-Damage Relationship curves for residential and
non-residential structures

Step 2: Apply an elevation to at-risk structures
1. In ArcMap, add converted to polygon USGS DEM.
2. In ArcMap, add the scenario files of at-risk structures.
3. Select one of the management option files. Click on the “Geoprocessing”
menu at the top, and select “Intersect”. A new pop-up window will appear.
4. Use the “Input Features” dropdown menu to add both the converted to
polygon USGS DEM and one of the scenario shapefiles of at-risk structures.
5. Save the layer as a new shapefile. Use a naming convention that will be easy
for you to discern between the nine different scenarios).
6. Shortly after doing this, your newly intersected feature will appear under
your “Table of Contents”. When you right click on the feature and open the
attribute table, you will be able to scroll to the right and see the elevation
of each of the structures at risk under the scenario you added during the
“Clip”.
7. Repeat this process for the remaining scenarios.
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Step 3: Export attribute table to Excel
1. Right click on the newly intersected features and select “Open Attribute
Table”
2. Use the “Table Options” dropdown menu
“Export…”

(at the top left) to select

3. Use the folder button associated with “Output table:” to tell ArcGIS where to
save, and how to name the exported table. Use the “Save as type:” dropdown
menu to select “Text File”. Click “Save”. Click “OK”.
4. A new pop-up menu will ask if you want to add the table to the current map.
Click “No”.
5. Open a new Excel spreadsheet.
6. Use the “Data” tab to add data “From Text”. Click the “From Text” option and
locate the exported table you just saved as a text file from the window that
opens up. Click “Import”.
7. A “Text Import Wizard” window will open. For “Step 1 of 3” make sure that
“Delimited” is selected. Also select the “My data has headers.” button. Click
“Next >”.
8. For “Step 2 of 3” select “Comma” under the “Delimiters” buttons. Click
“Next >”.
9. For “Step 3 of 3” you can keep the “Column data format” of “General”
selected. Click “Finish”. Click “OK” to add the data to your new spreadsheet.
10. The data associating an elevation to the structures at risk in the scenario
will populate your spreadsheet.
11. Repeat this process for the remaining scenarios.
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Step 4: Apply Base Flood Elevations (BFEs) to at-risk structures
Riverine Depth and Damage Assessment:
1. Add “S_BFE” from the FEMA data package for ArcGIS.
2. From there, you need to use your discretion to apply the closest BFE
transect to the at-risk structures. The best way to go about this is to use the
“Identify” tool in ArcGIS. Hover the “Identify” cursor over the BFE transect
and take note of the elevation. Then, use the “Identify” cursor to select the
structures at-risk near the transect line, and also use a distinguishing field
to take note of which structures are near said BFE transect (i.e. a street
address, an Object ID, etc.). This is important, because you will need to add
the elevation associated to the specific structures to the Excel spreadsheet
you have created.
3. Once you have taken note of these two things, go back to your Excel
spreadsheet and add a column entitled “BFE”. Populate the corresponding
cells for the structures near that particular transect line with the elevation
you’ve noted.
4. Repeat this process until you have taken stock of all your at-risk structures
within riverine flooding zones.
Coastal Depth and Damage Assessment:
1. For Lucky Scenarios: use the Lucky stillwater elevation to populate the
corresponding cells for the structures within the coastal flood zones.
2. For Expected and Perfect Storm Scenarios: use either the Expected Pseudo
VE elevation figure, or the Perfect Storm Pseudo VE elevation figure to
populate the corresponding cells for the structures within the coastal flood
zones that are anticipated to be exposed to high velocity wave action.
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Step 5: Use the USACE Generic Depth-Damage Relationship
curves to determine damage for at-risk structures
1. In your Excel spreadsheet, create a new column within and name it “BFE
Depth #”. This column will represent the difference in depth between the
elevation of the each structure and the noted BFE for both riverine and
coastal flood risk structures. In the first cell enter “=” and then select the
first cell under your structure elevation column. Then, enter “-“ and select
the first cell under your BFE column. It should look something like “=C2D2”. Hit enter. This will provide the difference between these two columns.
When the new cell is populated under “BFE Depth #” place your cursor over
the bottom, right corner. A “+” cursor will appear. Click and drag down the
column until you’ve reached the last row in your spreadsheet. Unclick.
2. With the entire column now populated, you can start to evaluate the
numbers. A positive number means that a structure is above the BFE, and
thus will not be flooded – although it’s possible that a basement may feel
wet. A negative number means that a structure is below the BFE, and will be
flooded by the number of feet shown. For example, -4.5 feet means that a
structure will be flooded by 4.5 feet.
3. The next part is time consuming, but crucial to estimating damage per
structure. Use the USACE Generic Depth-Damage Relationship curves for
residential and non-residential structures to associate anticipated flood
damage percentages per structure type based on flooding depth. To do this,
look at the USACE Generic Depth-Damage Relationship curves, and look at
each “BFE Depth #” and take note of the anticipated damage percentage. It
is easiest if you create another new column in your Excel spreadsheet and
name it “% Damage”. Populate this column with the anticipated damage
percentages for each building. If the structure has a positive “BFE Depth #”
that is outside the depth-damage curves, then that structure is anticipated
to have zero percent damage.
4. For the Expected and Perfect Storm Scenarios: If the structure is located in
a Coastal VE Zone, it can be difficult to discern whether or not a particular
structure will be completely (100%) damaged by inundation and wave
action. An approach to dealing with this uncertainty is to create a reasonable
range for the damage estimate. First, assume that any structure that is more
than 50% damage in the Coastal VE Zone by just inundation would likely
be completely damage with additional wave action impacting the structure.
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To fine tune your estimate, it is worth your time to use a base map or Google
Maps to ground truth if a structure that appears to fall within this category
would actually likely be hit directly by high wave action (Are there other
structures or trees impeding wave action? If so, then just assume structure
is damaged by amount provided by the depth-damage curves). That defines
the high end of the range of damage. For the low end, simply use the
damage percent provided by the USACE Generic Depth-Damage Relationship
curves.

Step 6: Find damage costs for structures (individual and total)
1. Current Conditions Scenarios: Add the SEVs from community tax data to
your excel spreadsheet in order to associate the value of each structure at
risk with the anticipated damage for each structure. Then, multiply the SEV
column numbers by 2 to get total value.
2. Full Build-Out and BMP Build-Out Scenarios: Add the projected value of
the build-out structures to your Excel spreadsheet in order to associate
the value of each structure at risk with the anticipated damage for each
structure.
3. Multiply the total damage numbers by the corresponding percent of damage
for each structure in a new column of your Excel spreadsheet. Do this by
using the following Excel equation for each cell.

=%Damage * Total Value
This will provide the cost of damage for that first structure. Drag the formula
down the column until you’ve reached the last row in your spreadsheet.
4. The entire total damage column should be populated. Once it is, use the
summation function that looks like this “∑”. To do this, highlight the entire
total damage column down to the last row of your spreadsheet, excluding
the header, and click on the “AutoSum” button that looks like “∑”. This will
populate the cell directly below the highlighted portion of the column with
the total cost of damage (the summation of all of the damage costs per
structure). This is the cost of damage for each of the nine scenarios.
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